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This began as a list of original articles found on tuxmachines.org, either by me or someone else, but it has since morphed into a list of original articles found on tuxmachines.org and the articles I've had published elsewhere.

- LibreOffice 3.5.1 Released with Fixes [8] - March 18, 2012
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.7 to 5.8 Risk Report [18] - Feb 21, 2012
- The Document Foundation Incorporated in Germany [19] - Feb 20, 2012
- KDE Spark Tablet Pre-Order Registration Open [20] - Feb 16, 2012
- LibreOffice 3.5 Released [21] - Feb 14, 2012
- Debian GNU/Linux 5.0 Reaches End of Life [22] - Feb 10, 2012
- openSUSE has a Dream [25] - Jan 31, 2012
- GhostBSD 2.5 - Now with an Easy Graphic Installer [27] - Jan 26, 2012
- Mandriva Decision Delayed Again [29] - Jan 23, 2012
- KDE 4.9 to get a New Widgets Explorer [31] - Jan 19, 2012
- Mandriva Delays Bankruptcy Decision [33] - Jan 17, 2012
- LibreOffice 3.4.5 Released [34] - Jan 16, 2012
• Mageia 2 Inches Along with Another Alpha [36] - Jan 12, 2012
• Linux Mint 12 KDE Almost Ready [37] - Jan 11, 2012
• Greg KH Posts Status of Kernel Tree [38] - Jan 10, 2012
• Is Mandriva Finished This Time? [40] - Jan 5, 2012
• New aptosid Fork, siduction 11.1 Released [41] - Jan 4, 2012
• Lefebvre Introduces GNOME 3 Fork [42] - Jan 3, 2012
• Gentoo Gets New Year's Release [43] - Jan 2, 2012

• Articles from 2011 [44]
• Articles from 2010 [45]
• Articles from 2009 [46]
• Articles from 2008 [47]
• Articles from 2007 [48]
• Articles from 2006 [49]
• Articles from 2005 [50]
• Tuxmachines' blogs [51]
• Desktop Test Machine [52]
• Laptop/Notebook PC [53] [54]
• About Me [55]

• Tuxmachines' Wall of Appreciation [56]
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